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Spirits Revived (A Daisy Gumm Majesty Mystery, Book 7) Sep 03 2022 Ghost Seeks Help from Fake Spiritualist in Spirits Revived, a Historical Cozy
Mystery by Alice Duncan --Pasadena, California, 1926-- While conducting a séance for a client with more money than sense, Daisy Gumm Majesty is
surprised when a seemingly real spirit makes contact. Eddie Hastings, an attorney in life, wants Daisy to prove his death was not a suicide, but
murder. Curious, and a little afraid, she can't reveal how she learned of Eddie’s murder to anyone, least of all to her deceased husband's best friend,
the mildly detestable Detective Sam Rotondo. Daisy launches her own investigation on the sly only to find a hornet's nest awaits. When Sam learns of
Daisy's involvement, he's more than a little annoyed. But in the end, Daisy gets her man. From the Publisher: The Daisy Gumm Majesty Cozy Mystery
Series is a light-hearted mystery in a historical setting. There are no explicit sexual scenes and minimal cursing and will be enjoyed by readers who
appreciate clean and wholesome reads. Readers who enjoy Carola Dunn, Amanda Quick, Elizabeth Peters, Rhys Bowen and M. Louisa Locke will not
want to miss this series. "Daisy is great, I love the feel of 1920s Pasadena . . ." ~Yafa Crane Luria, Verified Reviewer "Each book gets better and
better and better." ~Doobs, Verified Reviewer You can start anywhere, but you'll want to read all of the Daisy Gumm Majesty Mysteries: Strong
Spirits Fine Spirits High Spirits Hungry Spirits Genteel Spirits Spirits Revived Ancient Spirits Dark Spirits Spirits Onstage Unsettled Spirits Spirits
United Spirits Unearthed Shaken Spirits Scarlet Spirits ABOUT ALICE DUNCAN: In an effort to avoid what she knew she should be doing, Alice folkdanced professionally until her writing muse finally had its way. Now a resident of Roswell, New Mexico, Alice enjoys saying no smog, no crowds, and
yes to loving her herd of wild Dachshunds.
Marrying Daisy Bellamy Mar 17 2021 In this thrilling revisit to the shores of Willow Lake, #1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs spins
an emotional tale about a woman caught between the heartache of the past and the warmth, family, and ever-growing promises of the future. Daisy
Bellamy has struggled for years to choose between two men—one honorable and steady, one wild and untethered. And then, one fateful day, the
decision is made for her. Now busy with a thriving business on Willow Lake, Daisy knows she should be happy with the life she's chosen for herself
and her son. But she still aches for the one thing she can't have. Until the man once lost to her reappears, resurrected by a promise of love. And now
the choice Daisy thought was behind her is the hardest one she'll ever face…. The Lakeshore Chronicles series has captivated thousands of readers
with its heartfelt characters and irresistible small-town romance. Previously published.
The Daisy Gumm Majesty Cozy Mystery Box Set 3 (Three Complete Cozy Mystery Novels in One) Jul 01 2022 In 1920s Pasadena, CA, Daisy Gumm
Majesty Matches Wits With Three Villains in this Box Set Filled With Light Humor and Period Charm SPIRITS REVIVED: Pasadena's beloved
spiritualist to people with more money than sense, gets her man when a real spirit seeks Daisy's help in catching his murderer. DARK SPIRITS:
When the Ku Klux Klan opens a chapter in Pasadena, California, Sam Rotundo, Daisy's new leading man, must keep Daisy from doing in the Klan
with a zinc bucket and a baseball bat. SPIRITS ONSTAGE: Daisy is talked into playing a role in her church's production of Mikado. But when the
producer's wife experiences a mysterious illness and another cast member is murdered, it looks like someone doesn't want the show to go on.
AWARDS: Romantic Times Top Pick Reviewer's Choice Awards, finalist THE DAISY GUMM MAJESTY MYSTERIES, in series order Strong Spirits Fine
Spirits High Spirits Hungry Spirits Genteel Spirits Ancient Spirits Spirits Revived Dark Spirits Spirits Onstage Unsettled Spirits Bruised Spirits
Spirits United Spirits Unearthed Shaken Spirits Scarlet Spirits
Daisy Nook Sketches Dec 14 2020
Burying Daisy Doe Feb 02 2020 No cold case is more important than the one that destroyed her own family Every small town has one unsolved case
that haunts its memory, festering for generations below the surface with the truth of humanity's darkness. Star Cavanaugh is obsessed with the one
that tore her family apart. Over sixty years ago, Daisy Doe was murdered and discarded outside Pineville, Alabama, buried without a name or anyone
to mourn her loss. When Star's father tried to solve the case, he was also killed. Now a cold-case detective with resources of her own, Star is
determined to get to the bottom of both crimes. But she'll have to face an entire town locked in corruption, silence, and fear--and the same danger
that took two other lives. The only people in the town she can trust are her grandmother and the charming Mike Luinetti, and both of them trust a
God Star isn't sure she believes in. Can Christians so focused on the good really help her track down this evil? With an irresistible combination of
sharp suspense, faith, humor, and authentic regional flavor, Burying Daisy Doe will draw fans of Terri Blackstock, Margaret Maron, Jaime Jo Wright,
and J.T. Ellison.
Dirty Business Oct 24 2021 Drawing on both theory and major case studies, this book provides a much-needed sociological and comparative analysis
of the world of the manager in the context of misconduct within business organizations. Organizational misbehaviour and crime have been relatively
neglected in the social sciences, particularly in business studies. Analyses have tended to be fragmentary, overly slanted towards narrow external
views - such as those of legal control and public policy - and predominantly North American. Dirty Business rectifies this by offering a broad
sociological perspective related to work, organizations and management, supported by a range of key international case studies. In developing his
arguments, Maurice Punch draws on primary and secondary sources as well as his extensive personal experience of teaching and interacting with
managers and in developing courses on crisis and disaster management.
Princess Daisy Oct 12 2020 “With unfailing panache and a style that swoops from crisply cynical to downright voluptuous, Princess Daisy is a
guaranteed winner.”—Cosmopolitan She was born Princess Marguerite Alexandrovna Valensky. But everyone called her Daisy. She was a blonde
beauty living in a world of aristocrats and countless wealthy. Her father was a prince, a Russian nobleman. Her mother was an American movie
goddess. Men desired her. Women envied her. Daisy's life was a fairy tale filled with parties and balls, priceless jewels, money and love. Then,
suddenly, the fairy tale ended. And Princess Daisy had to start again, with nothing—except the secret she guarded from the day she was born. Praise
for Princess Daisy “This page-turner is a champion.”—People “Judith Krantz has written the glamour novel of the year if not of the decade. Princess
Daisy has the same storytelling assets as Scruples, only more of them. Glamour, glamour is everywhere.”—John Barkham Reviews “A positively
gorgeous reading experience.”—Shirley Eder, Detroit Free Press “Princess Daisy soars to the heights of escapist entertainment. . . . It is
delicious.”—Jill Gerson, Philadelphia Inquirer “In true saga style, this blockbuster weaves its spell across an international landscape. A breathless
spin of romance.”—Kitty Kelley, Hollywood Reporter “Elegantly written, with verve and panache . . . a glamorous, extremely adult Cinderella story to
delight millions of readers who relish nonstop entertainment. Rollicking wit, high drama, haute couture, and a fascinating cast of characters, who
gallop from one sumptuous setting to the next.”—Ft. Worth Chronicle
The A-List: Hollywood Royalty #2: Sunset Boulevard Oct 31 2019 Starlet Amelie Adams's new movie is being shot on location-at Beverly Hills High.
But the drama on-screen is nothing compared to what's happening off-screen. Lights, camera, deception!
The Trial; Or, More Links of the Daisy Chain Jul 29 2019 "The Trial; Or, More Links of the Daisy Chain" by Charlotte M. Yonge. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Superfluous Women Sep 10 2020 The Honorable Daisy Dalrymple-Fletcher is on a convalescent trip in the countryside, visiting old school friends.
The three of them, all unmarried, have recently bought a house together. They are a part of the generation of 'superfluous women', brought up
expecting marriage and a family, but left without any prospects after more than 700,000 British men were killed in the Great War. Daisy and her
husband Alec - Detective Chief Inspector Alec Fletcher, of Scotland Yard - are invited for Sunday lunch, where one of the women mentions a wine
cellar below the house which remains resolutely locked. Alec picks the lock but when he eventually opens the door, what greets them is not a cache
of wine, but the stench of a dead body. And with that, what was a pleasant Sunday lunch becomes a much darker affair. Now Daisy's three friends are
the suspects in a murder and her husband Alec is a witness.. So before the local detective, DI Underwood, can officially bring charges against her

friends, Daisy is determined to use all her resources and skills to solve the mystery behind this perplexing locked-room crime. Critical Praise for The
Daisy Dalrymple novels by Carola Dunn: "The period sense remains vivid, the characterizations are excellent, and the mysteries are, if anything,
more perplexing than ever." The Oregonian on Rattle His Bones "Styx and Stones is a swift, deeply enjoyable read. While Dunn's influences are
many, she ultimately makes this territory her own." The Register-Guard "Reading like an Agatha Christie thriller, Rattle His Bones is a charming
look at life after the first World War." Romantic Times "Dunn captures the melting pot of Prohibition-era New York with humorous characterizations
and a vivid sense of place, and with careful plotting lays out an enjoyable tale of adventure." Publisher's Weekly on The Case of the Murdered
Muckraker
The Big Dirt Nap Apr 17 2021 "Something stinks to Paula Holliday, and it isn't just the corpse flower, titan arum, named for its off-putting
fragrance. When Paula's friend Lucy asks her to tag along on an all-expense-paid junket to the Titans Hotel, it seems like a good idea. Paula e
The Little American Nov 24 2021
The Wayward Heart Dec 02 2019 Learning that her rancher father has been shot and killed in the small town of Winchester, Arizona, delicately
raised Bryony Hill leaves her sheltered life in St. Louis and travels west to take charge of his ranch. But when outlaws attack her stagecoach, the
peaceful journey becomes a nightmare -- until rugged gunfighter Texas Jim Logan shows up, rescues her, and takes Bryony to safety. But sharing
one stolen, reckless kiss with the handsome gunfighter who protected her sparks a wildfire passion neither of them ever expected -- until Bryony
learns that the man who saved her and kissed her in a way she'd never been kissed before is the very man who killed her father in a gunfight. She
tries to hate Texas Jim Logan, and to push him away, but as danger edges closer in the small western town, he is always there for her. Can she find
the courage to accept the truth about her father and to trust the one man who has risked his life for her -- the gunfighter who has lassoed her heart?
The Trouble with Friday Apr 05 2020 The Trouble with Friday takes its readers on a roller coaster of adventure and laughter, while delving into the
frightening reality of underworld brutality. This cozy mystery explores the entangled web of crime and violence-where innocence becomes the victim,
and evil threatens a peaceful town. When My Dog Friday brings his owner a special treasure, Daisy Blossom contacts self-appointed sleuth Emily
Blossom to solve a mystery of murder and intrigue. In spite of a daunting lack of suspects, Detective Emily's quest for truth and justice is
remarkable, especially considering her age (beyond calculation), and her height (a mere one metre and a half, barely five feet tall). She enlists the
help of her friend, antique dealer Pete Picken, and his truck, much to his dismay and protestation. The sleepy village of Emerald Hill in Eastern
Ontario, Canada, is rife with rumours and gossip about their adventures. "The Trouble with Friday sends chills down your spine, even while you're
laughing ... Emily does it again!"
Dirty Work Jul 21 2021 Winner of the McKitterick Prize Two women in a room. ‘Courageous’ Rachel Cusk, Guardian One is dying. ‘Gripping’
Observer The other just sits back and watches. ‘Necessary’ Independent For both, there is everything to lose. Surgeons are meant to save lives, but
Nancy is a special kind of surgeon. When she makes a mistake in the operating theatre she is summoned to explain herself to a tribunal and is
forced to consider what it means to be a doctor who has killed as well as cured. And to realise that her own redemption can only come through
telling a tale that nobody wants to hear. Gabriel Weston, author of the acclaimed Direct Red: A Surgeon’s Story, winner of the 2010 PEN/Ackerley
Prize, has written an extraordinarily moving and powerful novel.
Pushing Up Daisies Nov 12 2020 When landscaper Paula Holliday stumbles upon a mummified corpse on the overgrown property of a wealthy
dowager's estate, she joins forces with an ex-colleague, an aging rocker, and a secretive Mexican laborer to solve the crime.
A Daisy-Chain for Satan Sep 30 2019 Old Tom Ravensden comes from Paris to the small riverside town of Evening to live near his only relative, Silas
Ravensden, and it soon becomes apparent that the marriage of this beloved nephew is far from being ideal. Silas's exceptionally beautiful wife
Sigtuna is something of an enigma. She has already had two husbands, and when her wealthy, crippled father dies suddenly Ravensden's suspicions
are aroused.
Elementary (All-New Tales of the Elemental Masters) Feb 25 2022 In March 1987, Mercedes Lackey, a young author from Oklahoma, published her
first novel, Arrows of the Queen. No one could have envisioned that this modest book would be the beginning of a fantasy career that would span
decades and more than a hundred novels, with no signs of slowing yet. And among Ms. Lackey's many novels, few are as critically-acclaimed and
beloved as those of the Elemental Masters. The novels in this series are loosely based on classic fairy tales, and take place in a fantasy version of
turn-of-the-century London, where magic is real and Elemental Masters control the powers of Fire, Water, Air and Earth. Now the voices of other
authors join Mercedes Lackey to add their own special touches to this delightful alternate history, in a world where magic is always just around the
corner...
Fighting Dirty Jan 03 2020 'She is giving Martina Cole a run for her money' - Amazon review ONE GANGLAND EMPIRE. TWO FEUDING BROTHERS.
A SECRET THAT COULD DESTROY THEM ALL. Daisy Lane is battling to keep her son, Jamie, under control. His older brother Eddie is about to come
out of prison after a stretch for manslaughter, and his release couldn't come soon enough. In Eddie's absence, Jamie has matured from a tearaway
teenager into a hardened criminal with a psychotic edge. He's responsible for the death of Roy's mistress along with a string of other violent
episodes. Only Eddie can keep his young brother from acting out his darkest desires. As Eddie emerges from prison, he finds that the world has
moved on. The criminal underworld is tougher with fewer allegiances than ever before. Eddie decides to reject Roy's offer of help and instead go it
alone, setting up his own gang - who plan the most audacious heist Britain has seen in decades. Will Eddie manage to pull it off? Or will his brother
be his undoing? If you like crime thrillers by Jessie Keane, Kimberley Chambers, Mandasue Heller and Martina Cole, you'll love Fighting Dirty, the
gripping sixth and final novel in the Daisy Lane thriller series. Why readers love June Hampson's thrillers: 'A cracking story' - THE BOOKSELLER 'A
rattling good read' Amazon review 'The Daisy Lane books are all brilliant' - Amazon reviewer 'This book is an emotional rollercoaster full of grit,
violence, sadness, warmth, emotion and love' - Goodreads reviewer
Dirty Daisy Aug 02 2022 Freelance Houston travel reporter, Mikaela “Mike” Mitchell, can see the headline now: Trollop Turned to Tar on Texas
Trail. She needs to find out what her brother’s ex-girlfriend, Karla, knows about his death and she’s running out of options faster than an armadillo
facing down a big rig. When she’s abandoned on the side of the road in the middle-of-nowhere Texas, she’s more likely to become roadkill than find
any information. Ryder Ruiz likes his motorcycle; his adopted town, Daisy; and his cat, Mow. He doesn’t like discovering long-legged brunettes
abandoned in road snot when he’s clearing the pipes on his bike. Before he can untangle his unexpected houseguest from his bedsheets, a local, parttime stripper shows up dead at the community center. What should have been a rescue-and-release operation becomes a murder investigation—and
Mike is curiously connected—the dead stripper is her brother’s ex-girlfriend. Mike has to find out what happened to Karla, or if it has anything to do
with her brother. But putting the clues together is more difficult than walking in six-inch stilettos. Who would want to end Karla’s life and why? Was
it the slacker DJ from the Pink Petals strip club who had the easiest access? Was the club’s headliner, Olive Hardins, threatened by the competition?
Teasing out the facts is harder than releasing the knots in a sub’s BDSM restraints. Ryder has to help his wet-behind-the-ears cousin, the sheriff,
solve the murders while protecting the town he loves and keeping Mike in his line of sight—and, preferably, in his bed. Is she a target or a murderer?
And if it’s not Mike, which of his beloved townsfolks has gone too far? This mystery is as kinky as it is cozy. Welcome to Daisy.
Melbourne House Apr 29 2022 Reproduction of the original: Melbourne House by Elizabeth Wetherell
Daisy on Wheels May 19 2021 An automobile accident has killed thirteen-year-old Daisy Dean's father and left her confined to a wheelchair. Making
life more unbearable, the terms of her father's will stipulate that Daisy and her mother must move from her beloved New York to the small town of
Peanut, Texas, her father's birthplace. Daisy hates her new town. She hates her new school. She hates her wheelchair. Mostly, Daisy hates her new
schoolmates and the townspeople, whom she considers unruly and none too bright. At first, her haughty attitude and smart mouth keep any
potential friends at quite a distance. Gradually, against all instincts, Daisy Dean begins to feel somewhat at home in the harsh Texas landscape and
guardedly comfortable with people different from herself. Slowly, the Texans also warm to the prickly but interesting young New Yorker and
encourage her to take up the sport of wheelchair racing. Before she can feel truly at home, Daisy must discover why her father left Peanut as a
young man and solve a mystery he left behind. The solution to that mystery will determine whether Daisy can ever be happy in her new life.
Keeping Your Balance On a Side-Hill Ranch Sep 22 2021 True stories of a large, growing family living in a primitive hewn-log cabin in the hills of
Northern Idaho from 1930 to 1944. Told in both prose and poetic styling and sprinkled liberally with humor.
Pushing Up Daisies Nov 05 2022 Meet Paula Holliday, a transplanted media exec who trades her stilettos for garden clogs when she makes the move
from the big city to the suburbs to start a gardening business. Paula can handle deer, slugs, and the occasional human pest—but she’s not prepared
for the mummified body she finds while restoring the gardens at Halcyon, a local landmark. Casual snooping turns serious when a body is impaled
on a garden tool and one of Paula’s friends is arrested for the crime. Aided by the still-hot aging rocker who owns the neighborhood greasy spoon, a
wise-cracking former colleague, and a sexy Mexican laborer with a few secrets of his own, Paula digs for the truth and unearths more dirty business
the town has kept buried for years…
Tales and Sketches of Lancashire Life: Daisy Nook sketches.-v.2. Marlocks of Merriton. Red window hall.-v.3. Treadle pin fold. The new borough. A
fight for love.-v.4. The chronicles of Waverlow.-v.5. Irkdale.-v.6. Out of work. Our old nook. The Fratchingtons of Fratchingthorpe Jan 15 2021
Fraudulent Flights Aug 29 2019 He’s on the ski patrol. She’s terrified of being buried alive. Criminal recyclers have kidnapped her brother. Will an
avalanche kill them or snowball their romance? Story-line: When easy-going Tanker Sutherland is jilted at the altar, he moves to Utah for a job on
the ski patrol and to train a new avalanche rescue dog, Tobler. Tank is annoyed when he’s assigned to help a pretentious, well-to-do woman named
Olivia find her brother instead of an official search and rescue. Never once did he dream it would involve criminal recyclers, kidnapping, an
avalanche and serious danger. Olivia DeMarcus is terrified of being buried alive, but it doesn’t stop her from going to the winter mountains during a
huge storm to find her real estate developer brother when he doesn’t return her calls. Unfortunately, she’s assigned a ski patroller who doesn’t have

his heart in the search. Will Olivia and Tanker set their distrust aside long enough to rescue her brother from criminal recyclers and fall in love?
This novella is a contemporary, clean & wholesome, action/adventure romance! If you like action, adventure and romance, then you will enjoy this
book! Scroll up to the BUY NOW button to purchase today! "Very clever and talented author highly recommend all her books." - 5 out 5 Stars,
Reviewer "A heartwarming romance with mystery! I highly recommend this as a fun read that will entertain and lift one's spirits." - 5 out of 5 Stars,
Gail Pallotta, Author
A Week Till the Wedding Aug 10 2020 Jacob Tasker had broken Daisy Bell's heart years before. Now his failing grandmother had fixated on the
delusion that Jacob and Daisy were engaged, and was planning their wedding. So Jacob appealed to Daisy to pretend they were still a couple. For
Grandma Eunice's sake, of course. Maintaining the charade was the toughest challenge of Daisy's life. Because Jacob's touch still made her heart
ache with longing. But Eunice stubbornly clung to her delusion, so what was Daisy to do? It seemed odd, though, that except for this one aberration,
Eunice's mind seemed perfectly fine….
2 Women Oct 04 2022 2 Women by Daisy Lopoz Is there a roadmap for each person, designed by a power beyond and stronger than us? This story
affirms the guiding hand of a powerful being. This is a story of two women who found healing in an unusual setting. They were hurting, but not for
the same reason. Healing happened when they had a chance to be together, away from their loved ones. This is a true story, better lived than told,
better witnessed than chronicled. The closest to witnessing these two inspiring lives is to read this book.
Daisy Bates Mar 05 2020 A biography of the courageous mentor to the Little Rock Nine
Melbourne house, by the author of 'The wide, wide world'. May 31 2022
The Daisy Dilemma Dec 26 2021 HELP SEND THIS SPY TO CAMP! A lot of people wanted Buzz Cardigan. Some of them wanted him dead. Some just
plain wanted him—period. The trouble was he couldn’t tell which was which without a scorecard—and he didn’t know who was keeping score.
Cardigan’s reputation as “The Man from Pansy" was solidly established, whether he liked it or not. The gay world was his oyster, and he was perhaps
the world’s prize patsy. So he was obviously the agent to find one lost man in a world of losers.... Jebediah Oregon was a top-rank scientist, with
knowledge vital to the world’s future and a daisy for a trademark. He was missing. Cardigan had to find him before the enemy did—and his only clue
was one lone petal.... Follow Buzz Cardigan in action against the no-holds-barred backdrop of Hipsville, U.S.A. Our guarantee: a laugh—or a
scream—on every page... as the worst fiends try to lure him to a camp from which he'll never return.
Joy to the Wolves May 07 2020 Meet the shifters of the Red Wolf pack... Close quarters make for a cozy Christmas... As Christmas approaches, red
wolf shifter Brooke Cerise unexpectedly inherits an antique shop in Portland, Oregon. But when a missing reindeer calf turns up on her property,
she becomes embroiled in a kidnapping case and the primary suspect of far-too-intriguing shifter Detective Josh Wilding. Josh doesn't intend to fall
for the mysterious new woman in town, but Brooke gets under his skin from the moment they meet, and he can't help his instinct to protect her.
These red wolves are both on the hunt for love, but there's a mystery to solve before they can enjoy their holiday happy-ever-after. Spend every
Christmas with an unforgettable shifter hero from USA Today bestseller Terry Spear: "An enchanting tale of kismet—werewolf style!"—Fresh Fiction
for Dreaming of a White Wolf Christmas "The best of holiday romances...a howling good time."—Long and Short Reviews for A Silver Wolf Christmas
"A holiday treat—romance that sizzles and entertains."—Fresh Fiction for A Highland Wolf Christmas "Sensuous, heartwarming romance, enhanced
by an adorable wolf pup and winter-time fun."—Library Journal for A Very Jaguar Christmas "Delectable...a 'Recommended Read' for Christmas and
all year long!"—Romance Junkies for A SEAL Wolf Christmas
Melbourne House Jan 27 2022
The Trial: More Links of The Daisy Chain Jun 27 2019
Psychological Politics of the American Dream Feb 13 2021 While it is reasonable to assume that our national literature would offer a fertile field in
which to explore the interaction between the ideological and psychological dimensions of American life, critics generally have kept these two
domains separate, and the dominant model has consisted of an archaic notion of the individual in society.
The Lives and Loves of Daisy and Violet Hilton Jul 09 2020 The lives and loves of Daisy and Violet Hilton follows the poignant life story of twin
sisters who were literally joined at the hip, set against the tumultuous backdrop of America during the first half of the 20th century. Daisy and Violet
and an unforgettable cast of show-business characters come alive on the pages of this carefully researched and sensitively written biography.
Reviews "Jensen's book is a testament to the fickleness of the entertainment world." -Tampa Bay Tribune "It is an affecting story, gently and
honestly told without frills, without sensation. In Jensen's hands, the twins are always human, individuals, never freaks joined at the hips as the
world saw them after their birth in 1908. . . Here, their story is pure." -Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Daisy Dalrymple Omnibus (Books 1-4) Mar 29 2022 The first four titles in the Daisy Dalrymple series at a great price. DEATH AT WENTWATER
COURT: No stranger to sprawling country estates, well-heeled Daisy Dalrymple is breaking new ground at Wentwater Court to cover a story for Town
& Country magazine. But her interview gives way to interrogation when suave Lord Stephen Astwick meets a chilly end on the tranquil skating pond.
With evidence that his death was anything but accidental, Daisy joins forces with Scotland Yard so the culprit can't slip through their fingers like the
unfortunate Astwick slipped through the ice... THE WINTER GARDEN MYSTERY: So who put the body in with the spring bulbs?The merest hint of
spring has arrived in Cheshire, and so has young reporter Daisy Dalrymple. The feisty flapper's visit is a breath of fresh air for gloomy Occles Hall.
But while photographing the rather barren grounds, Daisy spots that someone's been digging among the first green shoots - and much to her horror
unearths the corpse of missing parlour maid Grace Moss.So begins an extraordinary adventure, as first the dead woman's shocking secret is revealed
and then Daisy swiftly realizes she needs to catch the killer before she herself is left pushing up the daisies... REQUIEM FOR A MEZZO: With dashing
Scotland Yard detective Alec Fletcher at her side, Daisy Dalrymple is enjoying a splendid performance of Verdi's Requiem featuring her neighbour
Muriel Westlea's celebrated sister, Bettina. But the show comes to an abrupt end when what emerges from the star's gifted vocal chords is literally a
dying gasp. Daisy soon learns that the doomed diva was notoriously difficult and had more than her share of enemies. There's a philandering tenor, a
burly Russian bass and even her own vocal coach husband, with whom she had a turbulent relationship.Did one of them poison the singer? Or was it
someone determined to see that Daisy's investigation ends on as bitter a note as Bettina's last performance... MURDER ON THE FLYING
SCOTSMAN: Daisy's in danger of heading off the rails!Daisy's embarking on a journey to Edinburgh and her biggest worry is that she has forgotten
her book, so how will she pass the time? Her concern proves to be pointless, however, as once the journey begins Daisy finds a pint-sized stowaway
on board - Belinda, the daughter of dreamy Detective Chief Inspector Alec Fletcher, Daisy's beau.No sooner has this problem revealed itself than
Daisy and Belinda run into a bickering Scottish clan en route to the deathbed of the head of the family. But before the express reaches its first stop,
one of the greedy McGowans has turned up dead. Is it murder? Daisy's willing to bet her first-class ticket it is - after all, the victim was the heir-inwaiting and she's sharing the carriage with an entire family of suspects who have everything to gain by his death...
Slocum 324 Aug 22 2021 Fool’s gold gets a deadly new twist… Overnight, Victory has turned into a booming gold-rush town, all centered around the
worthless stock certificates being sold by Andy Stevenson—a conman’s gullible assistant. Not realizing it’s a gigantic swindle, Victory is headed for
financial disaster. Slocum can’t just ride off and leave Andy and his pretty sister Daisy hanging—literally. So he’s going to teach a master conman a
few tricks he’s learned—as a master gunman…
Moonshine Jun 07 2020 Nominated for the 2019 Endeavour Award. Daisy's starting a new job and stylish city life, but mage-hunters out for her dark
magic threaten to destroy her vogue image. In the flourishing metropolis of Soot City (a warped version of 1920s Chicago), progressive ideals reign
and the old ways of magic and liquid mana are forbidden. Daisy Dell is a Modern Girl – stylish, educated and independent – keen to establish herself
in the city but reluctant to give up the taboo magic inherited from her grandmother. Her new job takes her to unexpected places, and she gets more
attention than she had hoped for. When bounty hunters start combing the city for magicians, Daisy must decide whether to stay with her new
employer – even if it means revealing the grim source of her occult powers. File Under: Fantasy
The Business of Entertainment Jun 19 2021
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